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We deal with the solution of systems z’(x) = f(x, z(x)), x E [O, 11, z(0) = n, 
where the function f: [0, l] x UP + IWI has r continuous bounded partial deriva- 
tives. We assume that available information about the problem consists of evalua- 
tions of n linear functionals at f. If an adaptive choice of these functionals is 
allowed (which is suitable for sequential processing), then the minimal error of an 
algorithm is of order n- cr+‘) for any dimension s. We show that if nonadaptive , 
information (well-suited for parallel computation) is used, then the minimal error 
cannot be essentially less than n- (r+r)‘(s+r). Thus, adaption is significantly better, 
and the advantage of using it grows with s. This yields that the e-complexity in 
sequential computation is smaller for adaptive information. For parallel computa- 
tion, nonadaptive information is more efficient only if the number of processors is 
very large, depending exponentially on the dimension s. We conclude that using 
parallelism by computing the information nonadaptively is not feasible. o 1990 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~OU~TION 
In this paper, we consider initial value problems (IVP) for systems of 
ODES z’(x) = f(x, z(x)), x E [O, 11, wheref: [O, l] x I%” + Iw”. We wish to 
find an approximation to the solution z for all functions f with continuous 
bounded partial derivatives of order at most r. To do this, we must have at 
our disposal some information aboutf. We assume that such information 
is defined by the values of 12 linear functionals at J The approximation is 
computed by an algorithm which is based on available information. 
In a natural way, one can distinguish between two classes of informa- 
tion. The difference depends on whether or not one allows adaptive 
choice of successive functionals. If the functionals are given in advance, 
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independent of any particular f, then the information is called nonadap- 
tive. If we abandon this requirement, allowing us to choose functionals on 
the basis of all previously computed values, then the information is called 
adaptive. The potential advantage of nonadaptive over adaptive informa- 
tion is that the former is well-suited for parallel computations, while the 
latter is sequential (see Sections 2 and 6). On the other hand, adaption 
offers the possibility of adjusting computations to a particular problem, 
and therefore it is potentially more powerful. 
The question whether adaption helps has been extensively studied. 
See, e.g., Traub and Woiniakowski (1980, pp. 47-50), Wasilkowski and 
Woiniakowski (1984), and Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski 
(1988, pp. 55-65). In many cases, nonadaption turns out to be as powerful 
as adaption, in that the minimal errors achievable using nonadaptive and 
adaptive information are roughly the same. This is the case for approxi- 
mating linear operators on convex and balanced domains. An example is 
the approximation problem: one can approximate a functionf: [O, 11” ---, R 
with continuous bounded partial derivatives of order at most r (the class 
of such functions is convex and balanced) with minimal error proportional 
to n-‘ls, no matter whether information is adaptive or nonadaptive (see 
Babenko (1979, pp. 22-42)). However, if the operator is not linear, or the 
domain is not convex and balanced, adaption can be better than nonadap- 
tion. Examples can be found in Huerta (1986) (the integration problem) 
and in Sikorski (1982) and Traub and Woiniakowski (1980, pp. 165-170) 
(solving nonlinear equations). Wasilkowski and Gao (1989) show adaption 
helps for locating function singularities. Additional examples are provided 
by Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski (1988, pp. 60-63). 
In this paper, we ask if adaption is more powerful than nonadaption for 
IVP. This problem is connected with the question whether IVP should be 
solved on parallel or sequential computers. The class of functions under 
consideration is convex and balanced (see (2.2)), but the problem is non- 
linear, since z depends nonlinearly onf. So far, only adaptive information 
has been studied for this problem. The minimal error of an algorithm 
based on such information was shown to be proportional to n-(‘+I), for any 
dimension s (see Kacewicz 1984, 1988). For nonadaptive information, the 
question of the minimal error was open. Only in some particular scalar 
cases (s = 1) we knew that nonadaption can essentially be as powerful as 
adaption (see Example 4.1). 
We shall show in this paper that for systems of equations adaption gives 
a much smaller error than nonadaption. More precisely, if only nonadap- 
tive information is allowed, the minimal error of an algorithm cannot be 
essentially smaller than ,-(r+l)‘((S+i) (Theorem 4.1). Thus, the superiority 
of adaption grows with the dimension s. This is unlike the approximation 
problem mentioned above, where the minimal errors for both types of 
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information are the same. The intuitive reason for such advantage of an 
adaption for IVP lies in the fact that it allows us to follow the one dimen- 
sional solution curve z = Z(X), so that the approximation error becomes 
essentially independent of s (see the remarks in Section 4). 
In Section 5 we show how to use nonadaptive information to solve IVP. 
We define an interpolatory algorithm based on the values off, with the 
error of order n~@+l). As we see, there is a gap between lower and upper 
bounds on the minimal error, briefly discussed in this section. 
The implications concerning the minimal cost of approximating the 
solution (the c-complexity) are discussed for sequential and parallel com- 
putations in Section 6. In the sequential case, the &-complexity is of order 
& -No+‘) for adaptive information, and is between ~-(~+r)‘(~+~) and Gs+l)lr for 
nonadaptive information (neglecting constants, as E ---, 0). Thus, in a 
sequential environment, the initial value problems should be solved using 
adaptive information. 
We next compare the sequential solution with the parallel solution of 
IVP with k processors. It turns out that parallel solution (by means of 
nonadaptive information which is particularly well-suited for parallel pro- 
cessing) is more effective for sufficiently large k, that is, for k proportional 
to I-B-(s+I)'~+I@+~)~, E 4 0. However, the superiority of parallel computa- 
tion appears only for very large k, depending exponentially on s. Even for 
moderate values of E and s, the required number of processors may be 
very large, and not available on contemporary parallel computers. As a 
consequence, we conclude that solving IVP on contemporary parallel 
computers using nonadaptive information is not more efficient than solv- 
ing them sequentially using adaptive information. 
2. FORMULATIONOFTHEPROBLEM 
We consider the initial value problem 
z’(x) = f(x, z(x)>, x E to, 11, z(0) = 77, (2.1) 
wheref: [0, l] x R + RF, s 2 1, and 71 E !I+. We assume that the function 
f belongs to the class F,, 
F, = {f E C’([O, l] X 02”) :f(x, z) = 0 for z & D and 
Ip’f(x, z)ldxiOdz’,l . . . az$]] 5 1 for all x E [0, 11, z E [w” and 
0 5 i0 + il + . . . + is = i 5 r}, (2.2) 
where D is an open set in Iw” such that 7 E D, and r 2 1. The norm of z = 
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[a, . - * , z,] is meant here as IIzl\ = max{lz;j : 1 5 i 5 s}. The class F, is 
convex and balanced. 
Information about f E F, will be defined by linear functionals on C’ = 
C?([O, l] x UP). In what follows, we assume that we can compute L(f) for 
any f E F, and any linear L : C” --) 3. 
We shall consider two classes of information which differ in whether or 
not one allows adaptive choice of successive functionals. The first class 
consists of nonadaptive information given by 
N(f) = v4u-A . * . 3 Lcf)l, (2.3) 
where Li are linear functionals on Cr. Nonadaptive information is thus 
defined by functionals which are given in advance, independently of any 
particular problem. This situation has certain advantages. First, we need 
not select new functionals for different right-hand side functions f, which 
may be costly. Second, since all values Li(f) can be computed simulta- 
neously, nonadaptive information is well suited for parallel computations; 
see Section 6 for a further discussion. 
Loosening the requirement that the functionals be given independently 
off, we arrive at the concept of adaptive information. Let L1 : CT + 68 be 
linear,fE F,, and yI = L,(f). Suppose that yi , . . . , yi-1 are given. Based 
on these values, we choose a linear functional Li(.; yi , . . . , vi-i) on Cr 
and we set yi = L;(f; yl, . . . , yi-1). Adaptive information is defined by 
N(f) = [Yl, - . * 7 Ynl (2.4) 
forf E F, . Since the functionals Li may now depend on a particularf, the 
class of adaptive information is wider than the class of nonadaptive infor- 
mation. 
As we have already mentioned, although adaption offers more possibili- 
ties, it is not always more powerful than nonadaption. We now discuss 
this question for initial value problems. 
3. ADAPTIVE INFORMATION 
Knowing information about f (adaptive or not), y = N(f), we must 
somehow use it to compute an approximation to the solution z. The map- 
ping Q, : N(F,) --* C([O, 11) is said to be an algorithm using N. Given y, the 
algorithm Q supplies a continuous function a(y) which approximates z. 
The error of an algorithm Q, is measured by the worst approximation error 
in F,, 
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e(@, N) = sup{llz(f) - @W(f))ll~ :f E FJ (3.1) 
where z = z(f) is the solution of (2.1) and JJz(lm = sup{]lz(x)]] :x E [0, 11). 
The power of adaptive (nonadaptive) information will be characterized 
by the nth minimal error of an algorithm ra(n) (rnon(n)) given as 
Non)(n) = inf inf e(*,, N), (3.2) 
N @ 
where the right infimum is taken with respect to all algorithms using fixed 
adaptive (nonadaptive) information N, while the left infimum is taken with 
respect to all adaptive (nonadaptive) information N of the form (2.4) 
V.3)). 
Obviously, we have that ra(n) % rnon(n); i.e., nonadaption can be at 
most as powerful as adaption. For linear problems mentioned in the Intro- 
duction it holds that r”““(n) 5 2ra(n), i.e., the quality of both types of 
information is essentially the same, see Traub and Woiniakowski (1980), 
pp. 47-50. 
Our aim will be to compare the nth minimal errors ra(n) and rnon(n) for 
the problem (2.1). We first recall a result concerning adaptive information 
(Kacewicz, 1984): 
THEOREM 3.1. For any s 2 1, 
ra(n) = @(n-Cr+l)) as n + w, 
By f= O(g) we mean thatf= O(g) and g = O(f). Thus, the nth minimal 
error is of order n-(‘+I), no matter what the dimension s happens to be. 
The best information N*, for which it&, e(@, N*) = @(~(~+i)), is based on 
the adaptive choice of the functionals, see Kacewicz (1984). 
We shall now turn to nonadaptive information. Can the best informa- 
tion be nonadaptive? 
4. NONADAPTIVE INFORMATION 
Before proceeding to the main result, let us give an example which 
shows that, for some particular IVP, nonadaptive information can be as 
useful as adaptive one. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider a scalar autonomous problem z’(x) = f(z(x)), 
x E [O, 11, z(0) = 11, for functionsfwith bounded support (pi, p2). Assume 
thatfE Cr(R) with s~p{lf(~)(z)] : z E R} 5 1, and that information (2.4) only 
consists of the values offand its derivatives. Then, both ra(n) and PO”(n) 
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are proportional to n-’ (n + +w), and the best (modulo a constant) non- 
adaptive information is defined by the values off at equidistant points 
from [pl, p2], see (Kacewicz, 1982). Hence, adaption does not help for 
this problem. 
We now show that the situation from Example 4.1 is rather special. In 
general, y”““(n) is significantly greater than P(n). 
THEOREM 4.1 rnon(n) L dn-(r+l)‘(S+‘), n = 1, 2, . . . , where d is a 
positive constant independent of n. 
PROOF. Let N be arbitrary nonadaptive information (2.3), and @ any 
algorithm using N. By the triangle inequality, we have 
(4.1) 
for any fi, f2 E F, such that N(f’) = iV(f2), where zi is the solution of 
(2.1) forf’ (i = 1,2). We shall now constructf’ andf2. Let the hypercube 
B, = {z E llP:(Iz - 711 % 4) (q > 0) be contained in D. 
We definef’ E @” ([0, l] x RS) in such a way that 
a 
f’(x, z) = 
for x E [0, 11, 7, E B,, 
0 for x E [O, 11, z $E D, 
(4.2) 
where a E lF!?, )Ia]J - < (Y with 0 < (Y s min(q, B). We require that all partial 
derivatives off’ of order 0, 1, . . . , r be bounded by 1. This condition can 
be satisfied for sufficiently small CY. The details are similar to those below 
of the construction off2. Thus, fi E F, . A free vector parameter a in (4.2) 
will be chosen later on. 
We shall now definef2. Let C be the cone in IFP+’ formed by the graphs 
of all solutions z’(x) = xa + r) for admissible a, 
c = {[x, xa + 7)] :x E [O, 11, llall c: a}, 
and let 
B2 = ii = rzo, . . . , z,l : (Ii - cl1 5 p) 
be a hypercube with center 2 = [co, . . . , c,] and radius p > 0, such that 
B2 C Int C. Obviously, p < (Y. We first define a function H: lFP+i --, I@ 
with support B2. Let m = [(n + 1) “(‘+‘)l, 6 = 2/3/m and ~j = ci - p + j8 
denote equidistant points from the interval [ci - p, ci + PI (j = 0, 1, . . . , 
m;i=O,l,. . ., s). The points U; give a uniform partition of B2 into &+’ 
‘small’ hypercubes 
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whereO<jiIm-l,i=O,l,. . , s. With each (s + l)-tuple of integers 
(j0, . . . , j,) we now associate a (basis) function hjo,,,,,j, with support 
. Let h : R + IR be such that h E Cm, h(t) = 0 for t < 0, h’(t) > 0 
k’$ (0, i-), h is symmetric with respect to t = f, and max{()h(13)l,: i = 0, 
1 , . * . 7 r} = 1. Then we set 
hjo,...,j,(zo, . . * 3 2s) = 6’ fi h((zi - ~;)/a). 
i=O 
The function H is now defined by 
m-1 
W-3 = el C ajo,.. ,jshjo ,..., js(3 3 
j,,...,j,=O 
where i = [ZO, . . . z,], el = [l, 0, . . . , 01 E R”, and Uj@ ,,,,, j, are real 
coefficients, lajO,...,jsl 5 1. We see that H E Cm(Rs+‘), H(i) = 0 for 
i P Int BZ, )I H(,f)ll I 1 - (Y, and (Ia~H(i)ldzp . . . az?IJ 5 1 for 
alllrpo+. . . + ps = p 5 r and i E UP+i. 
The coefficients ajO,,..,js are chosen to satisfy N(H) = 0. This is equiva- 
lent to the system of n linear equations 
m-l 
C ajo ,__,. j,Lk(elhj,, , ,, js) = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , n, 
jo.....J,=o 
whereLk(k=1,2,. . ., n) are the functionals which define information 
N. Since the number of unknowns is equal to ms+‘, and mS+’ 2 n + 1, 
there is a solution such that ajO ,___, j, = 1 for some (jo, . . . , j,). 
Denote by d = [do, . . . , d,] the center of the corresponding hypercube 
AjO,...,is~ 
AjO....,is = (2 E iRs+l : I/i - dll I 6/2}. 
We now choose a vector a in (4.2) to complete the definition off’, by 
setting a = (d - q)ldo, where d = [d, , . . . , d,]. Since N is nonadaptive, 
this will not affect the condition N(H) = 0. Note that with such a, the 
graph of the solution [x, xa + n] (X E [0, 11) passes through the center d. 
Having the function H, we finally define the function f2 as f2(x, z) = 
f’(x, Z) + H(x, z), x E [O, 11, z E P. The properties of H and linearity of 
information N yield now that f2 E F, and N(f2) = N(f’). 
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We now find a lower bound on l(z2 - z’llm. Let x1 = do - 6/4, x2 = do + 
6/4. Then [x1, xz] c [0, l] and the graph of the solution [x, xa + q] remains 
in {i E lJF+l : JJi - d)J 5 6/4} f or x E [xi , x2]. We use the inequality 
see Kacewicz (1988, Lemma 3.1). Since 
// I:: m7 ZYXNdxll = 6’ J-1; fI h((Zj(X) - ujy&ix, r=O 
where zO(x) = x, and z’(x) = ]zi(x), . . . , z,(x)l, we get 
1122 - ?& 2 l/3 . 2’(/2(1/4))“/3’+‘l(n -t I)"'.~+')l-(r+'). 
Coming back to (4.1), since the information N and algorithm Q, are arbi- 
trary, we obtain the desired inequality for F”(n). 4 
Remarks. 1. Comparing the results of Theorems 3.1 and 4. I we see 
that, unlike for linear problems mentioned in the Introduction, adaption is 
considerably more powerful than nonadaption for initial value problems. 
The difference between these two types of information lies in the influ- 
ence of the dimension s on the nth minimal error. To understand the 
reason for this difference, we stress that the solution z = z(x) of (2.1) is a 
one-dimensional curve in R”. Adaptive information can use this fact, by 
adjusting itself to a particular behavior of z (for a particularf). Therefore, 
to within a constant, ra(n) is independent of the dimension s. 
This is not the case for information (2.3) which does not adapt itself tof. 
The same functionals must deal with all possible z, i.e., with all possible 
directions in FP. Hence, the dependence of P”(n) on s is more significant 
than that of ra(n), as it concerns the speed of convergence as n --, +-a, not 
only a constant. We recall that for the approximation problem, even 
adaption does not allow us to get rid of the dimension (see the Introduc- 
tion) . 
2. Using the same proof technique as in Theorem 4.1 one can show 
for autonomous systems z’(x) = f(z(x)) with f: [w” + IF@ that rnon(n) is at 
least of order ~(~+i)‘~. Comparing this with Theorem 4.1, we see that 
rnon(n) depends on the number of variables offrather than on the number 
of equations to be solved. 
3. One can easily note, reading the proof, that Theorem 4.1 remains 
true if we restrict the class F, to C” functions with bounded partial deriva- 
tives of order 0, 1, . . . , r. 
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4. Consider the class of bounded (but not uniformly bounded) func- 
tionsf E C*([O, 11 x UP) with uniformly bounded first partial derivatives. 
Then P(n) = +a (see Kacewicz (1984)) which yields that PO”(~) = +m. 
Hence, if the class contains functions of arbitrarily large norm, then one 
cannot solve (2.1) (in the worst case), no matter what information and 
what algorithm are used. 
5. ALGORITHM 
In this section we show how nonadaptive information can be used to 
solve (2.1). We shall define an algorithm @* based on evaluations of a 
right hand sidefat certain points independent off. Assume that the class 
F, is given by (2.2) with D = (0, I)“. An algorithm @* will be interpolatory 
(see Traub and Wozniakowski (1980, p. 12)); i.e., it will consists of two 
stages: we first compute for fan interpolating spline gf, and next solve 
(2.1) with f replaced by gJ. 
To interpolate fin [0, llS+r we use Lagrange interpolation splines de- 
scribed by Babenko (1979, pp. 86-88). Assume for a moment that r 2 2. 
Let n 2 S(T + I)S+l, m = [(nl~)‘~~+‘)] - 1, and ti = im-‘, i = 0, 1, . . . , m. 
The interpolation nodes in the hypercube [O, llS+’ are given by 
whereO~ij~m,j=O,l,. . .,s. 
Note that the nodes are uniformly distributed in [0, llS+l, and they are 
independent off. The total number of them is equal to (m + l)s+r so that it 
does not exceed n/s. Let gi: [0, llS+r --, E-3 be the (S + I)-dimensional 
Lagrange spline of degree at most r - 1 with respect to each variable, 
interpolating the ith component offat the nodes (5. I), and let gf = [gr , 
. . ., g,]. We extend gf to be defined on [0, l] x Iw” by setting &x, y) = 0 
for y e (0, 1)“. Information needed for construction of gf consists of the 
values 
fCfiO,i,,...,is), (5.2) 
where io, il, . . . , is vary as in (5.1); see Babenko (1979). We denote 
information (5.2) by N*(f). The total number of the values (5.2) does not 
exceed n/s, so that the information consists of at most n functionals. 
Furthermore, since the nodes are independent off, N*(f) is nonadaptive. 
In the missing case r = 1 we define interpolating splines as for r = 2, i.e., 
as piecewise linear polynominals with respect to each variable. For r 2 1, 
the following lemma gives the error of & (see Babenko, (1979, p. 40)). 
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LEMMA 5.1. There exist C = C(r, s) and no = no@, s) such that for 
n 2 no 
where \I * II denotes the supremum norm in C([O, 11 x I@). 
Since gf = gfcx, y) is continuous and satisfies a uniform Lipschitz 
condition in [0, l] x UP with respect to y, there exists a unique solution uf 
of 
u’(x) = gfcx, u(x)), x E LO, 11, u(0) = q. (5.3) 
Note that ufdepends onfonly through the information N*(f). Thus, we 
may define the algorithm @* by 
@*(iv*(f)) = Uf. (5.4) 
We now consider the error of @*. Using Gronwall’s lemma to estimate 
llz - uf]] in terms of I/f - gf]], we get from Lemma 5.1 
THEOREM 5.1. For n 1 no it holds that 
e(<P*, N*) 5 eC - n-rl(s+l), 
where C and no are constants from Lemma 5.1. 
We conclude from Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 that 
d . n-(r+l)4S+l) 5 rnon(n) 5 .oC * ner’@+‘). (5.5) 
Thus, there is a gap between a lower and an upper bound. Recall that for 
linear adaptive information we have r”(n) = @@-(‘+I)). However, if we 
restrict a permissible class of information (2.4) to be only given by the 
values off or its partial derivatives (such information is called standard), 
then P(n) = O(n-?; i.e., we lose one order of magnitude, see Kacewicz 
(1984). It is thus reasonable to conjecture that for nonadaptive informa- 
tion rnOfl(n) = @(n-(r+IVb+I)) if b’t ar 1 rary linear functionals are allowed in 
(2.3), and r”““(n) = O(n-r’(s+‘)) if information (2.3) is standard. 
6. COMPLEXITYFORSEQUENTIALAND PARALLELCOMPUTATION 
In this section we discuss conclusions concerning the e-complexity of 
the problem (2.1), i.e., the minimal cost of a computing an e-approxima- 
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tion to z, for sequential and parallel computation. We consider for sim- 
plicity only the cost of computing information functionals in (2.3) or (2.4), 
neglecting the cost of selecting them and combining to get the approxima- 
tion @(N(f)). 
Assume that k processors are available. Let the time needed for com- 
puting L(f) (in some model of computation) be equal to c, for any linear 
functional L and anyf E F,, where c is a positive number independent of 
L, f and k. 
Let cost(@, N, k, f) denote the cost of computing @(N(f)), and let 
cost(@, N, k) = sup{cost(@, N, k, f) :f E Fr>. 
For a given E > 0, we wish to compute an e-approximation to z for 
all f E F,, i.e., to find information N and an algorithm Q! such that 
e(@, N) < E. We want to do it with minimal cost. The minimal cost of 
computing an &-approximation 
comp(e, k) = inf{cost(@, N, k) : a’, N such that e(@, N) < E} 
is called the &-complexity of the problem (2.1). For a more detailed discus- 
sion of the model of computation, the concepts of cost and a-complexity, 
see Woiniakowski (1986, Sect. 3.5, 3.6). 
Let 
~z~(~~“)(E) = min{n: racnon)(rz) < c}. 
Then, from Theorem 3.1 and (5.5) we have that 
na(e) = @(,-Nr+l)) 
and 
as E -+ 0, where ml, m2 are independent of E and ml > 0. 
Consider first sequential computations (k = 1). For the class of adaptive 
(nonadaptive) information we then have, respectively, 
comp(s, 1) = #on)(&) . C. (6.1) 
This yields the following 
COROLLARY 6.1. For the class of all adaptive information we have 
comp(s, 1) = O(a-l@+r) * c), 
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as E-, 0. 
If we restrict ourselves to only nonadaptive information, then 
mlc . ~-(S+lY(r+l) 5 comp(&, 1) I m2c * &-(s+‘)‘r, 
as E + 0, where ml, m2 are positive and independent of E and c. 
The E-complexity of the problem (2.1) grows as a power of l/~, when 
E + 0. If adaption is not used, this growth is significantly faster, and 
dependent on the dimension S. The larger s is, the greater is the advantage 
of using adaption in sequential computations. 
We now discuss the e-complexity for parallel computations with k pro- 
cessors, k 2 1. In this case the conclusion as to the advantage of adaption 
over nonadaption need not be true. Nonadaptive information can be ef- 
fectively computed in parallel. If we had at our disposal arbitrarily many 
processors then, devoting one processor to each of 12 functionals in (2.3), 
we could compute N(f) with cost c only, independently of n. Restricting 
ourselves to the class of nonadaptive information we have 
COmP(E, k) = IP”(&)lkl - C, (6.2) 
which yields 
COROLLARY 6.2. For the class of nonadaptive information 
qlc . [E-(S+l)‘(r+l)/kl I COITlp(E, k) 5 q2c * [E-(‘+*)“/kl, 
where 41, q2 do not depend on E, k, c and q1 > 0. 
We now compare the E-COIIIpkXity for sequential and parallel computa- 
tions. From (6.1) and (6.2) we have for sufficiently small E that 
COmp(E, k) < COmp(E, 1) iff k = W(4), 
where k(E) = Innon(~)lna(~)l. (The notation k = Ln(l) has the usual mean- 
ing that 1 = O(k).) The constants in the R-notation in ‘sufficiency’ and 
‘necessity’ need not be the same. 
Hence, the E-complexity is smaller for parallel computation iff the num- 
ber of processors is at least k(E) (up to a constant). For small E, we have 
that 
where pi, p2 are independent of E, and pi > 0. Thus, if at least about 
IE-(~+‘)‘~+“@+~)~ processors are available, then we can compute an e-ap- 
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proximation on a parallel computer faster than on a sequential computer. 
On the other hand, if the number of processors is less (within a constant) 
than [B-~‘@+*)], then sequential computations are more efficient. 
Note that /C(E) exponentially goes to infinity with the dimension S. Even 
for moderate values of s and E this number may be large. For instance, for 
s = 3, E = 10m4, and r = 1 we have (neglecting constants) that the required 
number of processors is at least 106. This is not available on contemporary 
parallel computers. 
We finally remark that the above analysis is only asymptotic, that is, it 
is useful for small E. For large E, the influence of constants, which have 
been neglected, may be significant. Moreover, in the above discussion we 
only considered the cost of evaluating information functionals, and we did 
not consider the combinatory cost of combining them to obtain an approx- 
imation. Although the information cost is often crucial, the combinatory 
cost may also be important and contribute significantly to the total cost. 
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